Introduction
The work shows a new approach to integration of an ensemble of neural predictors in load forecasting in a small power system. The group of predictors is composed of many individual neural networks, trained on the same set of learning data. Each network is of different type and generates its own response, which might vary from unit to unit.
Conventional integration [5] is based on weighted averaging of every predicted results. The units generating more accurate results are assigned higher priority represented by the proper weighs in averaging process. However, in such system at different quality of predicting units in ensemble, the result of group can be worse than result of the best predictor (worse units have bad influence on the ensemble result).
Local dynamic integration principle
The new concept of integration has been presented in this paper. It is so called local dynamic integration. At the beginning every predictor is subject to classical learning process [1, 2, 3, 6] . Then the learning error committed by each predictor is computed for all observations from the learning set.
In the testing mode (the real prediction on the data not taking part in learning), the actual input vector x t is compared to all vectors x u used in learning. The nearest to it learning vectors x u are selected, according to their Euclidean distance. In the extreme case the selected set can be limited to only one closest vector. Then, the prediction errors committed by all members of ensemble are computed for the chosen set of vectors x u . The network generating the lowest error on the closest learning data will be used in prediction using the actual testing vector x t as an excitation. Other predictors do not take part in generating the results. It means the networks, which were worse for the data closest to the actual excitation, do not influence the final result of an ensemble. The integration is dynamic and local, since for each testing data different, locally the best predictor from the whole ensemble, is chosen to generate the forecast. The other testing vectors x t can use quite different predicting units.
Three different neural networks will be used in an ensemble. They include multilayer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function network (RBF) and support vector machine (SVM) [3, 4, 5] . The process of 24-hour ahead load prediction for the next day by using the local dynamic integration of predictors will be performed according to the following algorithm:
1. Learning MLP, RBF and SVM neural networks on the same learning data set. As a result of learning we get the predicted vectors y i (x i ) on the learning data for all members of ensemble. The prediction error is defined in the form of an Euclidean distance between y i (x i ) and the appropriate destination d(
and is calculated for each individual predictor. 2. The prediction of the load for the new testing vector x t not taking part in learning is carried out in the following way: a) compute the differences of x t to every vector from the learning set. The differences are defined using the Euclidean norm ||x t -x ui ||; b) find the learning vectors which are the nearest to the testing vector x t according to this distance; c) calculate the prediction errors committed by the individual predictors for the chosen set of learning data x u ; d) chose the neural network of the smallest error in the learning data to predict the load for the input testing vector x t . This result will be assumed as the final result of an ensemble. In this way only one member of an ensemble is responsible for final prognosis
In general solution different population of learning vectors might be also considered. The most popular is the use of single vector x u for which the prediction is done. However, in the case when different number of closest learning vectors is chosen, take the best neural predictors for each of them and use these networks in the actual prediction for the testing vector x t . The resulting forecast will be the average of predictions made by all used networks.
Application example
Three neural networks: MLP, RBF and SVM have been learned using the data base of power consumption in a small power system in Poland The data of the year 2004 have been used in this process.
Let us predict the 24-hour load vector for exemplary day of 2 nd December 2005. The normalized input vector for this prediction, limited to the power load of the previous day, is as follows: According to the dynamic approach to integration we look first to the nearest vector x u from the learning set. The Euclidean distance was smallest to the input vector used in load prediction for 24 th November 2004. Its specific form is as follows The Euclidean difference between these vectors is equal:
For this learning vector the following MAPE errors have been committed by the ensemble units
It is clearly visible that the most accurate forecast was generated by the SVM network and so this network was used in 24-hour load prediction for the tested day. The obtained mean error calculated for 24 hours of the day was equal 1,36%. The graphical results, showing the 24-hour prediction curve (-·-·) and the real (true) load pattern in examined day (-) are depicted in Fig. 1 . The use of other types of networks resulted in a worse quality of prediction. In these cases the mean value of errors for 24-hours were as follows: 1,45% for RBF and 1,54% for MLP networks.
In the dynamic integration of an ensemble we can also use many learning vectors, which are nearest to the testing vector. For each case the best predictor is chosen and then used for prediction. Final forecast is the average of the results of the applied predictors.
The use of few different predictors in dynamic integration is in some cases beneficiary because of nonlinear relationship between the prediction errors for the particular hours and the Euclidean difference ||x t -x u ||. The averaging process leads usually to the relaxation of these negative factors. The profit of using the best predictors is evident. The mean MAPE errors committed by the networks were as following: MLP -2,09%, RBF -2,34% and SVM -1,72%. However, using only the best predictors for each day leads to reduction of this error to only 1,32%.
Statistical results of dynamic integration
Similar improvements have been observed for other months of the year. Table 2 presents the average monthly values of MAPE learning errors using only the best neural networks used in prediction of the daily load in the year 2004. The percentage improvement of prediction accuracy thanks to application of the presented methodology measured for learning data for the whole year is more than 30%.
The real assessment of the presented method may be done on the testing data, not taking part in learning. The learned neural networks have been used in prediction process for the load in the year 2005. The dynamic integration used only one, the nearest vector to the tested vector, so only one predictor was employed in producing final forecast of an ensemble. The exemplary results of integration for one chosen month of the year 2005 are presented in table 3. It is evident that SVM was chosen as the best in the majority of times. However, four times the other networks have been also selected as the better predictors. Table 4 presents the statistical results of MAPE testing errors for every month of the year 2005. In most cases the best results of prediction were due to application of SVM. The participation of other networks (MLP and RBF) in creation of final forecast is assessed on the level of 15%. It is interesting to compare the results of an ensemble to the results of application of only the best SVM predictor. Table 5 depicts the appropriate statistical results in such case. The presented results confirm the superiority of an ensemble application.
Conclusion
The paper has presented the new approach to integration of the ensemble members in the task of load forecasting in small power system. In classic approach all units belonging to the ensemble take part in making the final decision. In hereby presented dynamic method, the final prediction of the group is made by the network which has had the best fit on the similar learning vector in the past. Only one network which generated the best result, measured by the MAPE error, is responsible for the final forecast. In this way we can avoid disadvantageous situation when the worst unit in the ensemble worsens the forecast accuracy in relation to the best individual result.
Statistically, according to the carried out numerical experiments the vast majority of chosen networks was the SVM which dominated over other predictors. However, its direct (single) application in forecasting process has led to worse statistical results.
